Revolutionary Customer Engagement

Introducing
the new
Cielo Move

360 Degree Movement
Unique 360 degree rotation and flat-to-upright
tilt offers maximum customer engagement.

Dock & Charge
Securely dock and charge your Cielo Tablet
while accessing additional always-on
connectivity.

Biometric Identification
Fingerprint reader enables quick and secure
staff login (MCX-300 only).

Advanced WiFi
The latest, long range dual band WiFi for
a superior connection. Includes Bluetooth
as standard plus NFC/RFID read and write
capability.

Advanced Security
Authorised access only” tablet lock and solid
interlocking pillars provide maximum tablet
security to prevent theft.

Retail Connectivity
Cielo Move provides connectivity for existing
peripherals minimising the costs of going
mobile.

Revolutionary
customer
engagement.

Let us move you
The Cielo Move has been
designed to cover every
need you might want from
the smartest of smart tablets
and docks, including 360
degree movement, a secure
charging dock and advanced
security features including
biometric ID.

The Cielo Move will rise to
the challenge, with the latest
long-range WiFi allowing for
superior customer service
on the go to put you ahead
of the competition and stay
there. And if you want to
dock it, revolutionary tablet
locking features mean
you can display it with
confidence when and where
you want. The Cielo Move –
everything you need it to be
and more.

01. Retail
Cielo Mobile Tablet and Cielo Move combine
to offer a premium and frictionless shopping
experience for your customers and retail staff.
Equipping your sales teams with our connected
device means the best and latest pricing and
offers, as well as alternative products and
recommended accessories, are only a swipe
away. The increased consumer confidence this
creates makes cross-selling or
up-selling easier and more likely.
Customer feedback and in-store data collection
is effortless with the tablet’s 360 degree
rotation. Online orders and payments are quick
and straightforward for anything that is not
immediately in stock.

03. Food & Drink
Using the Cielo Mobile Tablet in your bar or
restaurant guarantees seamless and speedy
customer service as orders taken at the table
are sent straight to the kitchen.
With IP65 and 1m drop ratings, the Cielo Mobile
Tablet is resistant to liquid damage and knocks –
perfect for this environment. It is also a faultless
host for VIP lounges, checking your guests in
and ordering drinks. Docking to the Cielo Move
base enables 360° device rotation, making taking
guests’ details for data collection or customer
feedback a piece of cake, in addition to full point
of sale connectivity.

02. Automotive
End-to-end service from initial interest to sale –
build your customer’s order on the showroom
floor as you talk through specifications and
move flawlessly through any queries or required
comparisons until you complete the sale, all while
using the same device.
Cielo Mobile Tablets are also a perfect solution
for car rental outlets where big queues often
build up as flights or trains arrive or depart.
Beat them by using our devices to quickly add
MPOS and get your clients served quickly, in a
way that will stand out and make return custom
more likely.

04. Hoteliers
Our secure docking and charging device gives
you a robust mobile check-in and checkout option for busy periods, as well as the
opportunity to offer premium connected mobile
service in and around the hotel which will put
you ahead of the competition with customer
satisfaction.

05. Retail Banking
Cuts queues and impresses your customers
from the minute they arrive. Using the Cielo
Mobile Tablet you can immediately initiate
customer engagement before carrying on the
consultation in an office on the same device.
With secure docking and charging, you can
also easily capture necessary customer data
entry wherever it is needed, on the go or at a
counter.

07. Home & Kitchen
This robust tablet that takes spills in its stride, is
perfect for the kitchen and stays charged and
upright for easy use when combined with the
move. A superb kitchen installation add-on for the
customer who demands quality in every area of
their life.

06. Leisure
Mobile on-the-go tablet that enables smart
personal training and gym assistance for your
clients.
This can be achieved through easy access
to customer data already shared as well as
information about previous workouts and
current goals. Also offers options for security,
customer data entry and POS connectivity in
the gym.

08. Estate Agents
Our mobile tablet can help you show your
customers around a property with 4G
connectivity for up to date information, as
well as act as a touch point for customer
consultation once back in the office. Use the
Cielo Move dock to showcase highlights and
details after the visit and close the deal.

Technical
Specification

Cielo Move
MCX-100
Our entry level MCX-100 offers USB, Ethernet, HDMI
connectivity, swivel, tilt and easy release mechanisms,
plus a host of add-ons designed to make retail on the
go a seamless customer experience.

Cielo Move MCX-100
Tablet Compatibility

Cielo Mobile 8.3” Tablet, Cielo Mobile 10.1” Tablet

Tilt Flexibility

80° to 10° (almost flat)

Swivel

360° swivel mechanism

Tablet Grip Mechanism

Easy release mechanism
Optional locking mechanism

Business I/O

4 x USB (2x USB 3.0, 2x USB 2.0)
1 x HDMI out
1 x RJ45 Ethernet
Power in

Optional Modules

Magnetic card reader (MSR)
Fingerprint reader
Countertop lock
Wall mount bracket
Optional integrated customer facing display unit

Dimensions

W x H x D in mm: 265 x 230 x 335

Technical
Specification

Cielo Move
MCX-300
Our premium Cielo Move offers a full suite of retail
connectivity, as well as advanced security options
including a biometric finger print module.

Cielo Move MCX-300
Tablet Compatibility

Cielo Mobile 8.3” Tablet, Cielo Mobile 10.1” Tablet

Tilt Flexibility

80° to 10° (almost flat)

Swivel

360° swivel mechanism

Tablet Grip Mechanism

Easy release mechanism
Optional locking mechanism

Business I/O

2 x Powered RS232 (24v / 12v / 5v)
1 x 24v P-USB
1 x 12v P-USB
6 x standard USB
1 x HDMI out
1 x RJ45 cash drawer kick (12v / 24v)
1 x 12v DC out
Hosiden power in (24v)

Optional Modules

Biometric finger print module
Magnetic card reader (MSR)
Countertop lock
Wall mount bracket
Optional integrated customer facing display unit

Dimensions

W x H x D in mm: 295 x 260 x 385

Technical
Specification

Cielo Mobile Tablet 8” or 10”
Running Windows 8.1 embedded, Windows 10 compatible, Wi-Fi and
3G/4G connectivity, your existing Windows software makes the switch
to our Cielo Mobile Tablet quick and easy.

Cielo Mobile Tablet 8” or 10”
Screen

8.3” or 10.1” 1920 x 1200 bright, high-resolution screen

Platform

Intel Atom Z3745 1.33 GHz Quad Core (burst up to 1.86 GHz)

RAM

2GB

Memory

64GB eMMC (upgrade up to 128GB) Micro SD card optional

Operating System

Windows 8.1, Windows 8.1 embedded for Industry Retail, Android

Security

TPM chip for enterprise security

Communication

WiFi, WiDi, GPS/GLONASS, NFC (secure element).
3G/LTE modem optional

Cameras

Rear: 8MP, Front: 2MP

Sensors

E-compass, accelerometer, gyro, ambient light sensor,
proximity sensor

Interfaces

Full-size USB 2.0 connector, 3.5mm audio jack, Micro USB
for charging.
Docking connector: USB 3.0, HDMI, charging

Mechanics

IP65 [dust and water resistant]; Drop resistant to 1m [1.8m with optional
MIL cover]
Exchangeable battery, charge indicator LED on battery pack,
Kensingtonlock feature

Weights and Dimensions (8”)

W x H x D in mm: 228 x 150 x 12.5 Weight 555g

Weights and Dimensions (10”)

W x H x D in mm: 269 x 180 x 12.5 Weight 750g

Operating and storage conditions

Operative: -10°C - +50°C Storage: -20°C - +60°C Operational humidity:
10% - 90%

Availability

Until the end of 2017

Smart Back

Integrated 1D/2D scanner and Chip & PIN hardware

Battery

“all day battery life” 8 hours +

Dock

move Retail Dock Compatible
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